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DATA SHEET

KEITA
DIBY

08/07/2003

WINGER / OF. MID.
1.80CM

SPANIARD
REAL MADRID

LEFT FOOTED

LAST NAME
FIRST NAME
BIRTH DATE

POSITION
HEIGHT

NATIONALITY
CLUB

PREFERRED FOOT



CAREER

CategoryTemp. Club

Juvenil B2020/21 Real Madrid

Juvenil C2019/20 Real Madrid

333
862

2
5

Min Goals

Cadete A2018/19 Real Madrid - -

Cadete B2017/18 Real Madrid

Infantil A2016/17 Real Madrid

-
-

-
-

Academy2012/16 Rayo Vallecano - -

Academy2008/12 Recas - -
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TACTICAL ANALYSIS

TECHNICAL ABILITY

He is a footballer with a great
technical capacity. He is a
dangerous winger due to his
oriented control, dribble into
space and manage of space and
time in offensive duels. He
shows unusual movements in a
player his age. He is that skillful
player with 1v1 characteristics
to destabilize.

MOBILITY

Even though he is a differential
player on the ball, he is
comfortable off the ball. He
understands the game well,
both at attacking the gaps in
between and in behind the
defenders. He is also capable of
occupying different heights and
lanes on the field. He can play
inside as a passing option or
stay wide to generate width.

ASSOCIATIONS

Keita is an associative player.
He has the capacity to succeed
in individual duels on the flanks,
but also can distribute play. He
has a good vision of play to
make inside passes and outside
passes to link up with the
fullbacks in attacking situations. 



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

OFFENSIVE 1V1

He is an ideal player for side
duels. He is quick both
physically and mentally, which
also make him agile to win 1v1
offensive duels. He managed
well his inside and outside foot
to dribble inside and the
associate. He can also take on
a rival to make a lateral cross. 

TRANSITIONS

He is excellent for transitions
into attack due to his speed into
attack and capacity of showing
up to lead the offensive play.
His associative and offensive
mentality make him a great tool
for his team. He also can make
diagonal passes in behind the
defenders.

VISION OF PLAY

Due to his characteristics, he
can also play as an offensive
midfielder. Obviously, playing
more centralized. He is capable
of making breaking-line passes
or though balls in the last third.
When he makes a lateral cross,
he always look for making it
behind the defensive line in
order to put his teammate free
to score.



SOCIAL
MEDIA

@DIBYKEITA_

https://www.instagram.com/dibykeita_/?hl=es

